
IB Major Concept
Inst 

Days
Topics

1
Place Value, 

Whole numbers
6

Place value and patterns, compare and order 

values, round values

4.2A, 4.2B, 4.2C, 

4.2D

2
Place Value, 

Decimal values
6

Model, develop an understanding of the 

relationship between ones, tenths, hundredths, 

compare and order decimals, relate fractions, 

decimals and money

4.2A, 4.2B, 4.2E, 

4.2F, 4.2G, 4.2H, 

3

Add/subtract 

whole numbers 

and decimals

6

Application with whole numbers and decimal 

values, include fixed/variable expenses and 

profits

4.4A, 4.4G, 4.10A, 

4.10B

4
Multi digit factor 

by a 1 digit factor
6

Multi-digit factors including the thousands 

place, estimate, use area model and partial 

products, regrouping, mental math, include  

allowance, savings and banks

4.4B, 4.4D, 4.4G, 

4.4H, 4.10C, 4.10D, 

4.10E

5
Multi digit factor 

by a 2 digit factor
10

Multiply by multiples of 10, multi-digit factors 

including the thousands place, estimate, use 

area model and partial products, regrouping, 

mental math

4.4B, 4.4D, 4.4G, 

4.4H

6 Division Strategies 7
Remainders, estimate, distributive property, use 

dividends including the thousands place

4.4E, 4.4F, 4.4G, 

4.4H

7
Division 

calculations
7 1 digit divisors, partial quotients, regrouping 4.4E, 4.4F

8 Algebra 7
Multi-step problems with varying operations, use 

strip diagrams, equations and modeling
4.5A

9
Fraction 

Concepts
10

Equivalent fraction, sums, rename fractions and 

mixed numbers, generate and determine 

equivalent fractions, simplest form

4.3A, 4.3B, 4.3C

10
Compare 

fractions
8 Use benchmarks, compare and order fractions 4.3D, 4.3G

11
Add and sub 

fractions
7

Models, use benchmarks to determine 

reasonableness
4.3E, 4.3F

12
number patterns, 

perimeter, area
10

Patterns, finding a rule, model formulas for area 

and perimeter, calculate area and perimeter
4.5B, 4.5C, 4.5D

13
Geometry 

concepts
8

Lines, rays, angles, symmetry, classify triangles, 

parallel and perpendicular lines, classify 

quadrilaterals

4.6A, 4.6B, 4.6C, 

4.6D

14 Measure Angles 6

Angles, fractional parts of a circle, degrees, 

measure and draw, join and separate angles, 

determine unknown angle measurements

4.7A, 

15

Customary and 

Metric 

measurements

9 Benchmarks, lengths, weights, liquid volumes 4.8A, 4.8B, 4.8C

16
Represent and 

Interpret data
5

Frequency tables, dot plots, stem and leaf plots 

represent in multiple formats, interpret data in 

multiple step inquiries

4.9A, 4.9B

17 Time and money 4
Units of time, elapsed time, multiple operations 

with money applications
4.8B, 4.8C
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